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WORDS OF WELCOME 
Dear Delegates,  

We are very excited to welcome you to the League of Nations Health Organisation. This year, 

the committee will be set in the year 1927. As the Roaring Twenties come to an end, the 

Health Organisation enters its fifth year of activity, advocating the importance of international 

collaboration in order to provide adequate healthcare for all nations and their people. 

This year, we will focus on two major global health concerns facing us in 1927: leprosy and 

opium. While it is vital to address the intricate socio-economic and political dimensions of 

these health issues, it will be your responsibility, with the support of the Health Organisation, 

to place public health at the forefront of the League of Nations' agenda for sustained peace 

and security. 

As Chairs, we are looking forward to leading you in your (re)discovery of Model United 

Nations through a health perspective. Our committee will be a safe space where personal 

growth is supported and out of the box thinking and actions are encouraged.  

This study guide aims to give you a broad overview of the history of the League of Nations 

Health Organisation and a rough guide on the topics to help you in your personal research. 

Ultimately, it will be up to you to discover your country’s unique position. 

As a historical and technical committee, it is important to be as factual as possible. As such, 

please do not hesitate to contact us with any queries on the topics. That is why we are here, 

and we are more than happy to help you out.  

Enough of the formalities, we are really looking forward to meeting you all. 

Here’s to a fun and productive week of debating! 

Yours sincerely,  

Mia Clausin and Penelope Magnani   
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1. LEAGUE OF NATIONS HEALTH ORGANISATION 
1.1 HISTORY OF THE COMMITTEE 

At the origin of all international offices stand the International Sanitary Conferences, which 

started on 23 June 1851 and continued to run until 1938. They were largely ineffective until 

1892, when a convention on cholera was passed. As a direct result of this, the Pan-American 

Sanitary Bureau was founded in 1902, operating internationally and fighting against malaria 

and yellow fever.1 

Following that, another medical office was established in Paris in 1908 under the name of the 

‘International Health Office’ (in French Office International d’Hygiène Publique).2 The 

International Health Office collected and distributed information from various health 

departments around the world, though it had no authority to act on its own. In the United 

States, the establishment of the 1913 Rockefeller Foundation propelled the American medical 

system, as well as the international system, with the foundation of the ‘International Health 

Board’.3 

Woodrow Wilson’s 14-point declaration led to the establishment of the League of Nations in 

1920, following the First World War. In 1922, in accordance with article 23 of the Covenant, 

the League of Nations Health Organisation was established. It was formed on the basis of its 

three predecessors,4 operating in all the League of Nations countries as well as Germany 

(prior to 1925 when it officially joined the League of Nations), the Soviet Union and the United 

States of America.5 The aim of the organisation was not only to create an epidemic control 

system, but also to encourage collaboration among different Member States. Its success as a 

health organisation depended fully on the success of those organisations created before it.6 

Under the supervision of its leader Ludwik Rajchman, the organisation was not only a 

successful health organisation, that eventually led to the creation of the World Health 

Organisation (WHO), but also an ‘experiment’ of international relations.  

1.2 MEMBERSHIP AND MANDATE 

 
1McCarthy, Michael. 2002. "A brief history of the World Health Organization." Elsevier Ltd. 1111-1112. 
2 (WHO 1933-1946) WHO. 1933-1946. "Archives of the League of Nations, Health Section Files." 
https://www.who.int/archives/fonds_collections/bytitle/fonds_3/en/  
3 Birn, Anne-Emanuelle; Fee, Elizabeth. 2013. "The Rockefeller Foundation and the international health 
agenda." Rockfeller Foundation centennial 1618-1619. 
4 Pailette, Celine. 2010. "De l'Organisation d'hygiène de la SDN à l'OMS." Bulletin de l'Institut Pierre Renouvin 
193-198. 
5 United Nations. 2019. "History of the League of Nations (1919-1946)." Before the League of Nations, 1-14. 
6 Sealey, Patricia Anne. 2011. "The League of Nations Health Organisation and the Evolution of Transnational 

Public Health." Ohio State University 1-369. 

https://www.who.int/archives/fonds_collections/bytitle/fonds_3/en/
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The members of this committee were all League of Nations members. In 1927, the year in 

which our committee will be set, there were 46 members of the League of Nations, and 

subsequently, 46 members of the League of Nations Health Organisation. There was no 

specific way that members requested to join. Germany, for example, joined in 1926, after 

signing the Locarno Treaties.7 

1.3 RESPONSIBILITIES AND PAST ACTIONS 

One of the responsibilities of the Health Organisation was to act as a link between national 

health administrations of the various League of Nations States. It also promoted technical 

assistance for governments and advised the Assembly and Health Council on any public health 

concerns. 8Overall, however, the main responsibilities of the Health Organisation were the 

prevention and treatment of diseases. 9 

The first issue that the new-found organisation faced was the typhus epidemic of 1920. The 

conference on typhus that was held, and that led to the creation of the Health Organisation, 

suggested that the League supported the Polish Government's efforts in building hospitals 

and in disinfection and quarantine. The council confirmed these motions. The success of this 

operation led to the growth of the Health Organisation. 10 

Another past action of the committee came as a result of the 1922 Warsaw Health 

Conference: set up to control the spread of epidemic diseases in Africa, Eastern 

Mediterranean countries and the Soviet Union.   

 
7 States of Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain and Italy. 1925. "The Locarno Pact." Treaty of Mutual 
Guarantee between Germany, Belgium, France, Great Britain and Italy. Locarno: League of Nations. 
8 United Nations. 2019. "History of the League of Nations (1919-1946)." Before the League of Nations, 1-14. 
9 League of Nations, Health Organisation. 1939. "Bulletin." Nature 412. 
10 WHO. 1933-1946. "Archives of the League of Nations, Health Section Files." 
https://www.who.int/archives/fonds_collections/bytitle/fonds_3/en/ 

https://www.who.int/archives/fonds_collections/bytitle/fonds_3/en/
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2. TOPIC A: UNDERSTANDING LEPROSY: IMPLEMENTING A 

MODERN CARE PROGRAMME FOR THE AFFLICTED 
2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Leprosy, also called Hansen’s disease, has tormented humans 

throughout history. The chronic, infectious disease affects the 

skin, peripheral nerves (nerves outside the brain and spinal cord), 

and mucous membranes of the nose, throat and eyes. It is caused 

by the leprosy bacillus, Mycobacterium leprae, which was 

discovered by Norwegian physician G.H. Armauer Hansen in 

1873. Destruction of the peripheral nerves by the bacillus leads 

to a loss of sensation, which, together with progressive tissue 

degeneration, may result in the extremities becoming 

deformed or eroded. In almost every culture, leprosy has 

caused dread and loathing at the prospect of an incurable 

disease and a lifetime of progressive disfigurement. “Lepers”, 

as those affected by the disease are commonly called, remain stigmatised and ostracised. In 

1927, the disease and its treatment were totally misunderstood. Deemed incurable at the 

time, those affected were gathered into isolated “leper colonies” in order to keep them out 

of sight, to control their contagiousness, and to offer them the little yet painful treatment 

that was available. Heightened action was needed in order to safeguard the human rights and 

dignity of sufferers in both developed and developing areas. Implementing a “modern” care 

programme in 1927 was thus required. However, this posed unique challenges in the context 

of a disease that remained socially and politically stigmatized and medically deemed 

incurable.  

2.2 BACKGROUND 

2.2.1 HISTORY (PRE-20TH CENTURY)11,12 

Leprosy is often mistaken as a tropical disease, yet its history proves otherwise. The disease 

is believed to have originated on the Indian subcontinent, with evidence that leprosy existed 

in India in 2000 BC, coinciding with what is suspected to be the first textual reference to 

leprosy—an ancient Sanskrit sacred work known as the Atharvaveda. In Europe, leprosy first 

 
11 Nash, June E, and Kearns, Susannah C.J. Kearns. 2019. "Leprosy." Encylopaedia Britannica Inc. 
https://www.britannica.com/science/leprosy  
12 Stanford University. 2019. History of Leprosy. 
https://web.stanford.edu/class/humbio103/ParaSites2005/Leprosy/history.htm  

Figure 1: Man with Leprosy 
(Louisiana, 1905). [Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/L
eprosy_in_Louisiana#/media/Fil
e:An_introduction_to_dermatol
ogy_(1905)_nodular_leprosy.jp
g] 

Figure 1: Man with Leprosy (Louisiana, 1905). 
[Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leprosy_in_Louisia
na#/media/File:An_introduction_to_dermatology

_(1905)_nodular_leprosy.jpg] 

https://www.britannica.com/science/disease
https://www.britannica.com/science/leprosy
https://web.stanford.edu/class/humbio103/ParaSites2005/Leprosy/history.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leprosy_in_Louisiana#/media/File:An_introduction_to_dermatology_(1905)_nodular_leprosy.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leprosy_in_Louisiana#/media/File:An_introduction_to_dermatology_(1905)_nodular_leprosy.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leprosy_in_Louisiana#/media/File:An_introduction_to_dermatology_(1905)_nodular_leprosy.jpg
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appeared on record in ancient Greece after the army of Alexander the Great came back from 

India and also in Rome in 62 BC. Modern-day 21st century genetic analysis of the leprosy 

bacillus indicates that Mycobacterium leprae may have evolved some 100,000 years ago in 

eastern Africa or southwestern Asia. From there it migrated eastward and westward, 

developing a distinct subtype in Asia and another subtype in Europe and North Africa. Leprosy 

appears to have been introduced by Europeans or North Africans into western Africa, where 

the bacillus evolved yet another distinct subtype. The disease was thereafter brought to the 

Americas by European colonists and slaves from West Africa. 

 

 

Throughout its history, leprosy and its sufferers have been feared and greatly misunderstood. 

Until the late 19th century, leprosy was thought to be a hereditary disease, a curse, or a 

punishment from God. In the middle ages, between the 11th and 13th centuries, leprosy 

spread through trade routes in Europe. By 1200 AD, an estimated 19,000 leprosy hospitals 

existed all over Europe. The suffering of those infected by leprosy was so acute that the 

disease was thought to be highly contagious. Those not wealthy enough to live at home in 

isolation were segregated in what was known as leprosaria. These leper colonies were often 

built in remote locations for quarantine purposes and were primarily operated by Christian 

monastic houses. They became widespread across Europe and India. Outside these hospices, 

sufferers were ostracised, condemned to wander the roads wearing special clothing or signs, 

ringing bells to warn others of their approach. They even had to walk on a particular side of 

the road, depending on the direction of the wind.  

Figure 2: Mapping of the spread of leprosy (in red). [Source: https://external-

preview.redd.it/WnF3sZhnY2IsqVMqPZwzkmeZ4WdfHnptNMOOhAVV680.png?auto=webp&s=7a8c1da9d132b28e8dadc01461e38a2a2b06d6dc] 

 

https://external-preview.redd.it/WnF3sZhnY2IsqVMqPZwzkmeZ4WdfHnptNMOOhAVV680.png?auto=webp&s=7a8c1da9d132b28e8dadc01461e38a2a2b06d6dc
https://external-preview.redd.it/WnF3sZhnY2IsqVMqPZwzkmeZ4WdfHnptNMOOhAVV680.png?auto=webp&s=7a8c1da9d132b28e8dadc01461e38a2a2b06d6dc
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Leprosy came to be referred to as the “living death” and 

often its victims were treated as if they had already died. 

Funeral services were conducted to declare those living with 

the disease “dead” to society, and relatives were allowed to 

claim their inheritance. Like many diseases, leprosy was 

considered to be a form of divine punishment for worldly 

sins, and visible signs of the disease were taken as proof that 

leprosy victims were utterly embroiled in sin. Special laws 

segregated leprosy sufferers. 

Rather abruptly and for unknown reasons, incidences of 

leprosy began to decline in Europe—with the exception of Scandinavia—between 1200 and 

1300. Yet, well into the nineteenth century, there were still 

people being infected with M. leprae in Norway, Italy, 

Portugal and Spain. By then, people were also returning to 

Europe from colonies with the disease. In Norway, the disease persisted until the 20th century 

but then disappeared. It spread to what is now Louisiana, in the southern United States, by 

French Canadians who were expelled from Canada in 1755. Another migrant group, including 

people with leprosy, moved to the United States from Scandinavia, notably Norway, in the 

middle of the 19th century and settled primarily in Minnesota. Pockets of leprosy continued 

appearing in these regions of the United States, as well as in Africa, the Middle East, South 

America and South-East Asia well into the 20th century.  

2.2.2 EPIDEMIOLOGY & COURSE OF DISEASE13,14 

In 1873, G.H. Armauer Hansen, a physician working in a leprosy hospital in Bergen, Norway, 

discovered the leprosy bacillus in a tissue sample from one of his patients.  His discovery 

confirmed that leprosy was an infectious disease caused by a specific microorganism. 

However, the transmission of leprosy remained a matter of debate. The prevailing opinion for 

many years was that the illness spread via prolonged skin-to-skin contact. Then the theory of 

 
13 Nash, June E, and Kearns, Susannah C.J. Kearns. 2019. "Leprosy." Encylopaedia Britannica Inc. 

https://www.britannica.com/science/leprosy . 
14 Stanford University. 2019. History of Leprosy. 

https://web.stanford.edu/class/humbio103/ParaSites2005/Leprosy/history.htm. 

Figure 3: Leper with bell (France, 
15th century). [Source: 
https://www.akg-
images.co.uk/archive/-
2UMDHUN59N0B.html] 
Figure 3: Leper with bell (France, 15th century). 
[Source: https://www.akg-images.co.uk/archive/-
2UMDHUN59N0B.html] 

https://www.britannica.com/science/leprosy
https://web.stanford.edu/class/humbio103/ParaSites2005/Leprosy/history.htm
https://www.akg-images.co.uk/archive/-2UMDHUN59N0B.html
https://www.akg-images.co.uk/archive/-2UMDHUN59N0B.html
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respiratory transmission became popular; it stated that the 

bacillus entered the human body through the lining of the nose.  

The body’s first reaction to leprosy 

bacillus takes place in deep layers of the 

skin in one of two ways. In one type of 

reaction, immune cells crowd into the 

area in an attempt to seal off the 

bacterium, and in these areas very few 

bacilli can be found. This gives rise to a 

form of leprosy known as tuberculoid 

leprosy because of hard nodules, or 

tubercles, that form in the skin. The 

intense cellular reaction involves all layers of the skin, the tissue 

under it, sweat glands, hair follicles, and nerve fibres that reach the 

skin. This reaction appears on the infected person’s skin as a firm, 

dry patch unresponsive to heat, cold, or touch.  

 

The cellular reaction continues to spread into the main trunk of 

the involved nerve, so that nerve impulses cannot be 

transmitted, which thereby causes a loss of sensation and 

decreased circulation in the affected area. This is most 

commonly seen in the forearm or lower leg, and leads to claw 

hand or gross deformity of the foot. Paralysis of face, eye, and 

neck muscles may also occur. Large eroding ulcers can form, 

causing loss of fingers and toes; sometimes the condition of a 

limb is so bad that it needs to be amputated.  

In the second type of reaction, giving rise to what is called lepromatous leprosy, there is very 

little cellular response and the bacilli can multiply freely. The organisms are found in 

enormous numbers in deep layers of the affected skin, and they spread widely through the 

skin’s lymphatic channels. The disease spreads via the nerves but does not stick to them as it 

does in the tuberculoid form. It spreads very often to the skin on the face, where it causes 

thickening and corrugation of the skin or a leonine appearance. Soft nodules appear on the 

Figure 4: G.H.A Hansen, 
discoverer of M. leprae in 
1873. [Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
History_of_leprosy#/media/Fil
e:Gerhard_Armauer_Hansen.j
pg] 

Figure 5: Tuberculoid 
Leprosy. [Source: 
https://cdn.britannica.com
/00/168800-050-
DE5AFC5D/back-patient-
leprosy.jpg] 

Figure 6: Loss of fingers. 
[Source: 
https://www.huffpost.com/entr
y/leprosy-in-
myanmar_n_58f8f186e4b00fa7
de1227e6] 

Figure 4: G.H.A Hansen, discoverer of M. 
leprae in 1873. [Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_le
prosy#/media/File:Gerhard_Armauer_Hanse
n.jpg]  

Figure 5: Tuberculoid Leprosy. [Source: 
https://cdn.britannica.com/00/168800-
050-DE5AFC5D/back-patient-
leprosy.jpg]  

Figure 6: Loss of fingers. [Source: 
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/leprosy-in-
myanmar_n_58f8f186e4b00fa7de1227e6]  

Figure 7: Lepromatous Leprosy. 
[Source: 
https://www.msdmanuals.com/profes
sional/infectious-

diseases/mycobacteria/leprosy]  

https://www.britannica.com/science/hair-anatomy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_leprosy#/media/File:Gerhard_Armauer_Hansen.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_leprosy#/media/File:Gerhard_Armauer_Hansen.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_leprosy#/media/File:Gerhard_Armauer_Hansen.jpg
https://cdn.britannica.com/00/168800-050-DE5AFC5D/back-patient-leprosy.jpg
https://cdn.britannica.com/00/168800-050-DE5AFC5D/back-patient-leprosy.jpg
https://cdn.britannica.com/00/168800-050-DE5AFC5D/back-patient-leprosy.jpg
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/leprosy-in-myanmar_n_58f8f186e4b00fa7de1227e6
https://www.huffpost.com/entry/leprosy-in-myanmar_n_58f8f186e4b00fa7de1227e6
https://www.msdmanuals.com/professional/infectious-diseases/mycobacteria/leprosy
https://www.msdmanuals.com/professional/infectious-diseases/mycobacteria/leprosy
https://www.msdmanuals.com/professional/infectious-diseases/mycobacteria/leprosy
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ears, nose, and cheeks and sometimes erode into discharging sores. 

The nose is often full of bacilli, and this sometimes leads to 

destruction of the septum of the nose and palate. 

The progress of leprosy is slow. It may be years before a child 

infected by a parent shows the first sign of the disease, frequently a 

vague, scarcely noticeable patch on the skin. Often the child 

becomes an adult before the disease is recognised. People with 

leprosy have occasional bouts of fever, but the course of the disease 

is mainly one of increasing disability and disfigurement, slowly 

progressing through the years even though it does not usually cut 

life short. 

2.3 CURRENT ISSUES (CIRCA1927) 

2.3.1 GEOGRAPHY & LEPROSY COMMISSION (1925) 

 

Figure 8: Map showing the distribution of leprosy in 1891. [Source: https://leprosyhistory.org/geographical_region/world]  

 

By 1927, numerous leprosy cases existed around the world. The main countries and regions 

affected were (no. of leprosy cases recorded circa 1927):15 

● China: >1 million (1927) 

● India (United Kingdom colony): >200,000 (1921) 

● Africa (European colonies): 158,000 (1927) 

 
15 International Leprosy Association. 2019. Leprosy and its Impact. https://leprosyhistory.org/impact  

Figure 7: Lepromatous 
Leprosy. [Source: 
https://www.msdmanuals.
com/professional/infectiou
s-
diseases/mycobacteria/lep
rosy] 

https://leprosyhistory.org/geographical_region/world
https://leprosyhistory.org/impact
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● Japan: >30,500 (1904) 

● Siam (Thailand): 15,000 (1909) 

● Hawaii (United States): 8,000 (between 1866-1969) 

● Philippines (United States colony): 6,000 (between 1921-26) 

● Mexico: 1,450 (1927) 

● Spain: >1,000 (1904) 

● Crete: 1,000 (1915) 

● Korea: 938 (1928) 

● Russia: 879 (1927) 

● Romania: 553 (1913) 

● Italy: 274 (1925) 

● Malta: 220 (1917) 

Due to its global presence, the prevention of leprosy was not a problem with a simple 

solution and as such the means to be employed varied according to the geographical, 

economic, administrative, financial, and cultural specificities of each leprous country.  

With this in mind, in 1925, the League of Nations Health Committee established the Leprosy 

Commission, on which the following countries were represented: Brazil, British India, 

Germany, Japan, United Kingdom, the Union of South Africa and the United States of 

America.  The Commission aimed to reach an agreement with a view to act on the diseases. 

Furthermore, it sought to complement existing scientific medical research and social action 

organisations like the British Empire Leprosy Relief Association (BELRA), the Leonard Wood 

Memorial for the Eradication of Leprosy, and the religious organisation Mission to Lepers. 

Overarching issues outlined during the commission still relevant in 1927 were:16 

1. Obtaining knowledge of the situation of leprosy in the world 

2. Standardising the study and practice of leprosy, notably scientific language, 

treatment techniques and administration, classification of the forms of leprosy, and 

the definitions of symptoms and lesions 

3. Establishing an International Study Centre for Leprosy to advance clinical and 

experimental research on the efficiency of treatments, as well as the overall 

epidemiology of leprosy 

4. Resolving disagreements on issues of segregation and treatment (more in section 

2.3.2).  

 
16 Burnet, Etienne. 1931. "The League of Nations and the Fight against Leprosy." Leprosy Review. 

http://leprev.ilsl.br/pdfs/1931/v2n4/pdf/v2n4a02.pdf 

http://leprev.ilsl.br/pdfs/1931/v2n4/pdf/v2n4a02.pd
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2.3.2 DISPUTED ISSUES: SEGREGATION & TREATMENT1718 
The global community argued about issues of segregation and treatment of leprosy and this 

remained a focal point of discussion in 1927. 

While former compulsory segregation in its medieval 

form was rejected in most countries for both 

scientific and humanitarian reasons; the isolation of 

contagious cases was not rejected but deemed 

necessary. The three International Leprosy 

Congresses (1897, 1909, 1923) thereafter, 

reaffirmed the importance of segregation and 

isolation of leprous patients in order to control the 

disease.   

The leprosaria had multiple benefits: they provided 

treatment and safe living quarters for people with leprosy who were granted admission; they 

eased tension amongst the healthy townspeople; and they provided a more stable society for 

authorities to govern. They therefore remained the cornerstone of prophylaxis. Needless to 

say, some argued that this confinement perpetuated issues of stigma and discrimination of 

sufferers (more in section 2.3.3). There were further accounts of stigmatised and frightened 

sufferers who hid themselves, escaped early treatment and allowed their contagious leprosy 

to develop to the point where it became incurable. Some of these leprosaria were deemed 

unhygienic and were poorly managed due to limited financial resources. 

For centuries an oil derived from the seeds of the chaulmoogra tree (genus Hydnocarpus) had 

been used to treat leprosy and other skin conditions in India and China. In 1854, Frederic John 

Mouat, an English doctor working in Calcutta, reported the possible use of chaulmoogra oil in 

treating leprosy and, by the 1920s, the oil or derivatives of the oil were the main medication 

available. However, the drug was not effective when applied locally to affected areas, it made 

people nauseous when taken orally, and caused pain upon injection. Its real value was never 

fully accepted by the authorities, however its use remained widespread until the 1940s when 

 
17 International Leprosy Association. 2019. Leprosy and its Impact. https://leprosyhistory.org/impact 
18 Nash, June E, and Kearns, Susannah C.J. Kearns. 2019. "Leprosy." Encylopaedia Britannica Inc. 

https://www.britannica.com/science/leprosy 

Figure 9: Culion Leper Colony (Philippines, 
1906). [Source: 
http://blog.mailasail.com/peregrina/posts/20
12/11/18/79-culion-the-island-of-no-return-] 

Figure 9: Culion Leper Colony (Philippines, 1906). [Source: 
http://blog.mailasail.com/peregrina/posts/2012/11/18/79-
culion-the-island-of-no-return] 

Figure 10: Chaulmoogra Oil Injection. 
[Source: 
https://stemfemmes.tumblr.com/pa
ge/2]  

https://www.britannica.com/place/China
https://www.britannica.com/topic/chaulmoogra-oil
https://leprosyhistory.org/impact
https://www.britannica.com/science/leprosy
http://blog.mailasail.com/peregrina/posts/2012/11/18/79-culion-the-island-of-no-return
http://blog.mailasail.com/peregrina/posts/2012/11/18/79-culion-the-island-of-no-return
https://stemfemmes.tumblr.com/page/2
https://stemfemmes.tumblr.com/page/2
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sulfones, the first truly effective leprosy drugs, were introduced. It 

was not until the 1970s that the first successful multi-drug treatment 

plan for leprosy was developed. 

2.3.3 STIGMA & ETHICAL CONCERNS19 
Hansen's discovery of 

Mycobacterium leprae in 

1873 proved that leprosy 

was caused by a germ, 

and was thus not 

hereditary, from a curse, 

or from a sin. However, such misconceptions of 

the disease and stigma perpetuated. In addition to 

the burden of stigma associated with leprosy, the 

disease itself alters all visual markers of identity 

and changes a person’s physical appearance. As leprosy was a disfiguring disease, the loss of 

physical identity was accompanied by a sense of loss of essential identity, of “humanity” and 

consequently of legal identity.  

Ethical concerns also arose with regards to confinement. Once people with the disease were 

confined, the segregation of the sexes, control of sexual activity, and the question of what to 

do with children born within the institutions resulted in forced sterilisation and abortion, early 

separation of babies from their mothers and the establishment of orphanages. It was also 

recommended that children be separated at birth from leprous parents.  

Needless to say, conditions varied across leprosy colonies. In Japan for instance, creative 

expression was encouraged in some leprosaria among sufferers and newsletters were 

published filled with their poetry, art, and stories. Furthermore, traditions of benevolence 

towards those with leprosy has had a long-standing history. European practices of 

establishing charitable hospitals as havens carried over into the new world is a testament to 

this. 

2.4 BLOC POSITIONS20,21 

 
19 International Leprosy Association. 2019. Leprosy and its Impact. https://leprosyhistory.org/impact  
20 Ibid. 
21 American Leprosy Missions. n.d. Leprosy History. https://www.leprosy.org/leprosy-history/ 

Figure 10: Chaulmoogra 
Oil Injection. [Source: 
https://stemfemmes.tumb
lr.com/page/2]  

Figure 11: Leper Colony (India, 1891). [Source: 
http://plaza.ufl.edu/bjb1221/Colonies.htm]  

https://leprosyhistory.org/impact
https://www.leprosy.org/leprosy-history/
http://plaza.ufl.edu/bjb1221/Colonies.htm
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This section outlines a timeline of major regional events in the lead up to 1927. Please note 

that as many European countries and the United States had colonies across the globe, each 

bloc should be reviewed carefully according to country affiliations.  

2.4.1 AFRICA 
1892: The South African Government passed a directive that all people with leprosy be 

segregated on Robben Island. 

1908: Announcement on systematic leprosy control in Cameroon moves away from the 

traditional European policy of prison-isolation conditions for patients to a more humane 

ethno-sensitive accommodation of patients in village-like settlements. Meanwhile, isolated 

cases start to spread throughout Sudan with difficulties implementing an organised system 

of complete isolation.  

1913: A special law was passed establishing a leprosarium on San Antao, Cape Verde and a 

census of leprosy patients living on the island was ordered.  

1920: Chaulmoogra seeds were grown on the west-African countries of Nigeria, Gold Coast 

and Sierra Leone as well as in East Africa in Uganda and Kenya for treatment injections.  

1925-6: In Kenya, Moogrol treatment was considered too painful, so sodium hydnocarpate 

was being administered orally and by injection. By 1926, no site had been found for the 

proposed new settlement on the coast with existing settlements deemed “unsatisfactory”.  

1926: Branches were formed in Nigeria and the Gold Coast as a full-time doctor was 

appointed in each colony as secretary and expert of the disease.  

1927: Leper colonies continued to expand across the African continent, mainly run by church 

missionaries. In South Africa, a government leper institution called Emjanyana marked the 

shift from “an old semi-prison system to one close to the old Native system of village life”. In 

Kenya, there were suggestions that small huts should have been used as opposed to large 

buildings so as to ensure “ordinary village life” as much as possible. Guidelines were created 

paying particular attention to healthy children and implementing educational campaigns. 

However, lack of funds greatly restricted progress.  

2.4.2  LATIN AMERICA  
Early 20th century: Brazil began a modernising project that resulted in constructing a large-

scale national network of leprosaria. These institutions were accompanied by dedicated 

preventorios in which children born to leprosy sufferers were kept in orphanages. This project 

was then adopted in Portugal. 
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1916: Peru passed a new law making it mandatory to report leprous cases, especially at the 

country’s borders.  

2.4.3 ASIA  
1898: India’s Leper Act was implemented which institutionalised leprosy victims and 

separated them based on gender to prevent reproduction. The Leper Act also imposed a ban 

on leprosy patients entering centres of pilgrimage, using public services or engaging in any 

trade or business. After the Act, lepers were stuck somewhere between “prisoner” and 

“patient.” People were medically cared for as patients but at the same time confined as 

prisoners. 

1900-02: The US Army survey team investigated potential sites for the collection and 

segregation of lepers in the Philippines. The Second Philippine Commission set aside funds for 

constructing the leprosarium in Culion. 

1907: In the Philippines, a law calling for the compulsory segregation of lepers was passed, 

which allowed all government officers with police powers to arrest and apprehend those with 

leprosy.  

1907: Japan enacted legislation for the creation of prefectural leprosy colonies in several 

locations 

1914-15: In Japan, many patients were institutionalised and patients who requested to marry 

had to agree to be sterilised. There are various accounts of patients committing suicide 

(Zensei Hospital).  

1916: Compulsory segregation of children of lepers began in the Philippines. The Welfareville 

institute opened to house and care for these children.  

1919: The Lady Willingdon Settlement urged the Indian Government to take measures to 

check the spread of leprosy in provinces. The Government considered that the first step to be 

taken was to provide accommodation for about half the total lepers at selected centres. 

Existing asylums under private management were to be subsidised and enlarged but this was 

found to be impractical as the Mission to Lepers organisation, which maintained most of these 

institutions, was strongly opposed to using them for the purpose of compulsory segregation. 

Mission to Lepers strongly advocated leper settlements or colonies as being economical and 

efficient in areas where large numbers of lepers had to be accommodated. 

1925-31: The Anti-Leprosy Campaign, later named the Leonard Wood Memorial campaign 

began in the Philippines. 
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1926: The Chinese Mission to Lepers organisation was founded, visiting leprosy colonies, 

raising funds and encouraging regional aid. Accounts from various leprosaria reveal their poor 

management, notably a lack of food, beds and no mosquito nets. No religion was tolerated 

and there were no provisions for the areas of recreation, work or education. Those afflicted 

were often described as “discontented, restless and would run away at the first chance they 

could get”. There was a lack of funding and difficulties in separating leprous parents from 

their children.  

2.4.4  EUROPE 
1893: The British Empire Leprosy Relief Association (BELRA) was formed, sending out its 

appeal to the colonies showing three “before” and “after” photographs of treatment with the 

manifesto “To stamp out leprosy in the British Empire: A Great Campaign”. 

1897: The first International Leprosy Congress took place in Berlin. This conference 

recognised skin and nasal discharge of bacilli, the contagiousness of leprosy and also 

recommended controlling leprosy through isolating patients with the disease.  

1909: The second International Leprosy Congress took place in Bergen. This conference 

reaffirmed the recommendation for controlling the disease through isolation and 

segregation. It recommended the separation of children from leprous parents as soon as 

possible and it recognised the probable hematogenous dissemination of leprosy. Marriage of 

leprosy patients was allowed only after a vasectomy. 

1923: The third International Leprosy Congress was held in Strasbourg. It was deduced that 

the segregation of patients had to be humane and had to allow leprosy sufferers to be near 

their families, if compatible with an efficient treatment plan. 

2.4.5  THE UNITED STATES 
1866: A leprosy colony was founded on the Kalaupapa peninsula on the island of Molokai in 

modern-day Hawaii. About 8,000 Hawaiians were sent to the Kalaupapa peninsula between 

1866 and 1969, when the mandatory isolation law was finally lifted. 

1905-1921: The Penikese Island Leper Colony was operated by the Commonwealth of 

Massachusetts on an island off the coast of New Bedford and Woods Hole. Anyone in the 

State who was found to have leprosy was forcibly sent there. During its 16 years in operation, 

36 people were treated. 15 died, seven were deported, one was released for treatment 

elsewhere and 13 were transferred to a new facility in Carville, Louisiana. 

1906: The organisation that would become American Leprosy Missions was founded in New 

York City by a group of seven prominent ministers, mission executives and businessmen, 
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encouraged by Thomas Bailey, a representative from the London-based “Mission to Lepers in 

India and the East.” 

1917: An act to establish a national leprosarium in Carville, Louisiana was passed by the 

United States Senate.  

1921: A national leprosarium run by the US Public Health Service (USPHS) was founded in 

Carville at the former Louisiana Leper Home. Patients were not allowed to leave the 

grounds. 

2.5 GUIDING QUESTIONS 

1. Is it possible to successfully control the spread of Hansen’s disease without 

segregating and isolating those affected in leprosaria?  

2. How can policy makers engage wider civil society to address disabilities and improve 

the livelihoods of those afflicted with leprosy which, in 1927, is still recognised as a 

life-long disease with no cure? 

3. What actions (policies, legislation, etc.) can be put in place to ensure human rights 

and decrease the stigma and discrimination of those afflicted by Hansen’s disease, 

when deep-rooted misconceptions and socio-cultural beliefs persist amongst 

communities? 

4. What incentives can be put in place to improve research for effective treatment 

options for Hansen’s disease? 

3. TOPIC B: EFFECTIVELY REGULATING INTERNATIONAL 

OPIUM TRADE TO ADDRESS HEALTH CONCERNS  
3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Opium, known as the 'drug of dreams', is one of 

the oldest dated recreational drugs. Derived from poppies, its first consumption has been 

found to date back to 5000 BC for nutritional purposes. The use of opium has long been 

frowned upon by the international community. Following the first attempt at controlling the 

substance via the Hague Convention of 1912, the League of Nations still fights against the 

abuse of the drug for recreational purposes. Following two further conventions on opium 

drugs and the League of Nations trying to tackle this issue from the source, the situation does 

not seem to have improved with continued 

recreational consumption being recorded. 

Although the League of Nations has created a 

Figure 12: Poppy Plantation. [Source: 
https://www.france24.com/en/20180627-global-
opium-cocaine-production-record-highs-un-
report-says] 

Figure 12: Poppy Plantation. [Source: 
https://www.france24.com/en/20180627-global-opium-cocaine-
production-record-highs-un-report-says]  

https://www.france24.com/en/20180627-global-opium-cocaine-production-record-highs-un-report-says
https://www.france24.com/en/20180627-global-opium-cocaine-production-record-highs-un-report-says
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separate committee that deals with opium, the 

Opium Advisory Committee, it only deals with 

the eradication of the use of Opium, and not the 

health concerns of the drug.  

The role of the League of Nations Health 

Organisation in all of this is to cooperate with 

the already existing Opium Advisory Committee 

in regulating international trade in view of health concerns. Opium is a highly-addictive drug, 

and shares the same molecular structure as heroin. Opium has been proven to have side-

effects such as nausea, weight loss and respiratory constrictions, as well as infections in the 

blood, depending on how it is administered. The League of Nations Health Organisation shall 

be working towards the goal of eradicating opium from today's society.  

3.2 HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

3.2.1 OPIUM CONSUMPTION BEFORE THE 1920S 
The first consumption of opium dates to 5000 BC, for medicinal and 

nutritional use. Its use for medicinal and recreational purposes can also 

be found in artefacts dating from 3000 BC in the Middle East. The 

Sumerian civilisation used to refer to the plant as 'Gil Hul', translating as 

‘joy plant’.22 

Opium was introduced into the western world during the Second Opium 

War, when the British empire conquered a poppy growing region of India. 

Instead of stopping production, the British started to smuggle opium into 

China. The British would then use the lucrative sales and revenues from 

the opium business to buy silk and porcelain. The Chinese were 

immediately hooked on the recreational drug, with the highest 

consumptions and wide-scale addiction being recorded in Amoy (Xiamen) 

and Formosa (Taiwan). 23At the time, the Qing Dynasty ruled China. 

Despite their attempts to end this business for the British, they failed. 

China's last resort was to close the ports to Europeans to stop the spread 

of opium. This led to two wars, one involving the British Empire and the Chinese, which ended 

with a British victory; the second one involving a coalition between the British Empire and the 

 
22 UNODC. 2008. World Drug Report. Policy Analysis and Research, Vienna: UNODC. 
23 Ibid. 

Figure 13: Apothecary vessel for storage of 
opium as a pharmaceutical from Germany in 
the 18th or 19th Century. [Source: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/com
mons/b/b2/Apothecary_vessel_Opium_18-
19_century.jpg]  

https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/Apothecary_vessel_Opium_18-19_century.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/Apothecary_vessel_Opium_18-19_century.jpg
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b2/Apothecary_vessel_Opium_18-19_century.jpg
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French, both angered at another closure of the Chinese ports, versus the Chinese. This also 

ended in a Western victory. 

When the Chinese migrated to America during the Gold Rush of the 1800s, they brought 

smoking opium with them. Opium dens in so-called Chinatowns, especially in San Francisco, 

were places where Americans and immigrants alike could buy and smoke opium.24 

The situation was not much different in the Indies. With the Dutch seizing 

control and creating opium monopolies, the trade continued to flourish and many countries 

started to get jealous of the success of the Dutch. The Portuguese invested in a war against 

the Dutch for control of the Indies and, subsequently, of the opium trade that they had going 

on.25 

In Japan, a war against the Chinese raged through the late 19th and 

early 20th centuries. Opium use had spread to Japan through Chinese 

migration, causing death and addiction in the major cities. One 

newspaper reported that four prostitutes had allegedly died after 

consuming opium that was obtained from Chinese immigrants. This 

started a national anti-Chinese campaign that led to Japan inspecting 

all Chinese ships, houses and communities in Japan. What followed 

was the Sino-Japanese war.26 

However, opium had not always been used as a recreational drug. In 

1803, morphine was extracted from opium and used as a painkiller. 

Nevertheless, this also turned out to be extremely addictive, leading 

to more than 400,000 United States soldiers becoming addicted. From morphine and opium, 

a new painkiller was extracted called heroin, which led to further issues of addiction and a 

new development in the usage of opium. 

3.2.2 CONVENTIONS IN THE 20TH CENTURY 
The first convention on opium took place in 1912 in the Hague, the Netherlands. It entered 

into force three years later in 1915, however with the war raging and opium being an effective 

pain-relief drug, the convention did not fully come into force until 1919, when it was 

 
24 History.com Editors. 2019. Heroin, Morphine and Opiates. June 10. 
https://www.history.com/topics/crime/history-of-heroin-morphine-and-opiates 
25 Scheltema, Johann Friedrich. 1907. "The Opium Trade in the Dutch East Indies." The American Journal of 
Sociology. 79-112. 
26 Derks, Hans. 2012. History of the Opium Problem: The Assault on the East, Ca. 1600-1950. Leiden; Boston: 
Brill. https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.1163/j.ctv4cbhdf 
 

Figure 13: Apothecary vessel for 
storage of opium as a 
pharmaceutical from Germany 
in the 18th or 19th Century. 
[Source: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/w
ikipedia/commons/b/b2/Apoth
ecary_vessel_Opium_18-
19_century.jpg] 

Figure 14: International Opium Convention. [Source: 
https://search.alexanderstreet.com/preview/work/b
ibliographic_entity%7Cbibliographic_details%7C3988
556]  

https://www.history.com/topics/crime/history-of-heroin-morphine-and-opiates
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https://search.alexanderstreet.com/preview/work/bibliographic_entity%7Cbibliographic_details%7C3988556
https://search.alexanderstreet.com/preview/work/bibliographic_entity%7Cbibliographic_details%7C3988556
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incorporated into the Treaty of Versailles. The primary objective of the convention was to 

criminalise and introduce restrictions on exports of not only opium but coca and cannabis.27  

With the creation of the League of Nations in 1920, came regulations regarding opium and 

other substances. The first thing that was regulated was that no convention on any drug 

should be overseen by just one country, but rather by the League itself. 

The purpose of the "Advisory Committee on the Traffic in Opium and Other Dangerous Drugs" 

was to address the issues of opium trading and consumption, but not its health risks. The birth 

of the League of Nations Health Organisation was convenient for various commissions, such 

as the one on opium, to address issues of health and cooperation among the various Member 

States. 

The 1925 Conventions concluded with the treaty on the 'Agreement Concerning the 

Manufacture of Internal Trade in and Use of Preparatory Opium', coming into full force by 

1926. However, none of the articles addressed any health issues.28 

3.3 CURRENT ISSUES 

3.3.1 TRADE AND REGULATIONS 
In the 1920s, the situation was much more controlled. 

The 1925 International Opium Convention had been 

accepted by most League of Nations members, as well 

as non-member countries such as the United States. 

Some States, including India, one of the main opium 

exporters, also started strengthening their domestic 

enforcement efforts and reducing their opium exports. 

The British import/export model was adopted in order 

to control international trade.29 

The implementation of the 1925 Convention also saw 

the Permanent Central Opium Board (PCOB). The role of the PCOB was to administer 

information from Member States to the League in Geneva, as well as to monitor international 

trade. Article 24 stated that "If the information at its disposal leads the Board to conclude 

that excessive quantities of any substance covered by the present Convention are 

accumulating in any country, or that there is a danger of that country becoming a centre for 

 
27 UNODC. 2009/1912. "The 1912 Hague International Opium Convention." The 1912 Hague International 
Opium Convention. The Hague, Vienna: UNODC. N/A. https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/the-1912-
hague-international-opium-convention.htm 
28 UNODC. 2008. World Drug Report. Policy Analysis and Research, Vienna: UNODC. 
29 Ibid. 

Figure 14: International Opium 
Convention. [Source: 
https://search.alexanderstreet.com/p
review/work/bibliographic_entity%7C
bibliographic_details%7C3988556] 

Figure 15: Consumption of opium. [Source: 
https://sobernation.com/what-is-opium/] 

Figure 15: Consumption of opium. [Source: https://sobernation.com/what-is-
opium/]  
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the illicit traffic, the Board shall have the right to ask, through the Secretary-General of the 

League, for explanations from the country in question".30 The PCOB also established a system 

of import and export certificates and authorisations for the international trade of narcotics. 

However, the Board did not have much power besides that, as it could not signal or act in any 

case of danger in opium trafficking, except for transmitting the information to the League and 

hoping they would act on it. 

However, while India reduced their 

opium export, Persia saw a gap in 

the market, starting a lucrative 

business of legal exportation. 

Persia had signed but not ratified 

the agreement, therefore allowing 

it to establish a flourishing opium 

trade market. China, continued to 

be at the top of the market, 

overproducing opium. Imports for 

manufactured drugs from China 

started to skyrocket. Chinese 

immigrants also started moving their opium business from the West Coast of the United 

States to the East Coast, establishing a new Chinatown in New York and establishing a black 

market for opium. Furthermore, numerous drug kingpins in the United States had also started 

a market for opiates, despite regulations such as the Harrison Narcotic Tax Act of 1914. 31 

European governments continued to pressure pharmaceutical companies to conform to more 

stringent control standards, with a number of pharmaceutical companies moving away from 

League of Nations countries as they did not approve of the terms agreed at the International 

Opium Convention. Many pharmaceutical companies until then had sold opium and other 

narcotics in an unsupervised manner as pain relief, often targeting those who seemed more 

prone to addiction.32 

The big issues that face the League of Nations Health Organisation in 1927 are the following: 

the continuing unregulated and unsupervised use of purchased opium; the health risks of the 

black markets operating in the United States; the regulation of the market on a more 

 
30 UNODC. 2008. World Drug Report. Policy Analysis and Research, Vienna: UNODC. 
31 Miroff, Nick. 2017. "From Teddy Roosevelt to Trump: How drug companies triggered an opioid crisis a 
century ago." The Washington Post. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/retropolis/wp/2017/09/29/the-
greatest-drug-fiends-in-the-world-an-american-opioid-crisis-in-1908/ 
32 Jones, Jonathan S. 2019. "For Big Pharma, a History of Profiting from Manufactured Addiction." UNDARK. 
https://undark.org/2019/03/05/big-pharma-history-profit-manufactured-addiction/ 
 

Figure 16: Trafficking routes of opium. [Source: 
https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/e/ef/CIA_Map_of_International_illegal_drug_co

nnections.gif  
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international basis, with the involvement of pharmaceutical companies; the regulation of 

poppy plantations for health risks.  

As these have not been addressed by any 

convention yet, and the PCOB has no 

executive control, the League of Nations 

Health Organisation faces the role of 

working against the trade of opium, as 

well as highlighting further the health 

risks of consumption to the League of 

Nations. Furthermore, the PCOB only 

takes opium into consideration, and does 

not look at the use of the poppy for any 

other narcotics. Although the committee 

should be focusing on the health risks of 

opium, it is also important to look at the 

transformation of opium into other more 

potent drugs that pose health risks.  

3.3.2 HEALTH RISKS OF OPIUM 
Opium, like many narcotics, first causes a sense of euphoria, followed by a sense of calmness, 

drowsiness and sedation.  

The chemical components of opium are divided in two main alkaloids. The first is 

phenanthrenes, which are also found in morphine, they have the most psychoactive 

constituents. The second, isoquinolines do not have any significant impact on the central 

nervous system. Phenanthrenes are the most responsible for all harmful effects such as lung 

edema (an accumulation of fluids in the lungs), respiratory difficulties and cardiac arrest.  

Opium can be injected and smoked. It usually causes a person's breathing to slow down, 

occasionally resulting in unconsciousness or death if taken in extremely large doses. Other 

side effects are nausea, confusion and constipation. It is addictive and can create drug 

tolerance which leads to higher risks of large consumptions.33 

3.4 BLOC POSITIONS 

3.4.1 AFRICA 

 
33 Partnership for Drug-Free Kids. 2019. Opium. https://drugfree.org/drug/opium/  

Figure 17: Effects of opium. [Source: 
https://www.deamuseum.org/ccp/opium/production-distribution.html] 

Figure 17: Effects of opium. [Source: https://www.deamuseum.org/ccp/opium/production-
distribution.html]  
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Of all the African countries, South Africa had the highest rate of opium consumption. The 

arrival of the Chinese in 1904 created a circulation of the narcotic, although later, opium's 

counterpart heroin was preferred. Opium was often smoked in mines, where labour was hard 

and tiring. In 1905, the Transvaal Government allowed for the consumption of opium under 

'medical use', especially for those who had a 'confirmed habit'. Furthermore, Chinese 

immigrants were given opium supplies in order to reduce opium-related crime caused by the 

low supply the country had of the drug. Opium was therefore not criminalised, despite the 

efforts of some South African companies, and it caused a mass production of synthetic drugs 

in the 1920s.34 

3.4.2 ASIA AND THE PACIFIC 
China and Persia were the biggest opium 

exporters in 1927. Most opium dens were set in 

China and Southeast Asia, as well as those that 

Chinese immigrants created with black markets 

throughout the US and Europe. Opium in China 

was prominent even though it was banned. As 

China expanded their empire, the frustration of 

the West and the attempts at shutting it down 

became more persistent, especially with the 1912 

and 1925 Conventions. The Chinese Government 

was also trying to shut down the opium trade as 

they believed it was a national humiliation.  

Persia was an up and coming market in the 1920s. 

With the folding of India from the opium market, 

Persia took its place. Opium trading from Persia 

went global, but moved especially towards Africa. 

Regulations on opium were not applied in Persia, as they signed but did not ratify the 1925 

Opium Convention.  

3.4.3 EASTERN AND WESTERN EUROPE 
Although from the 20th century onwards there was little to no cultivation of poppies for opium 

in Europe,35 high levels of consumption were concentrated in the UK and France. Opium dens 

 
34 Parle, Julie; Hodes, Rebecca; Waetjen, Thembisa. 2018. "Pharmaceuticals and modern statecraft in South 
Africa: the cases of opium, thalidomide and contraception." The BMJ Medical Journal. 253-262. 
https://mh.bmj.com/content/44/4/253.citation -tools. 
 
35 Hyland, Steven. 2011. "The Shifting Terrain of Latin American Drug Trafficking." Origins 4 (12). 
https://origins.osu.edu/article/shifting-terrain-latin-american-drug-trafficking 

Figure 18: Opium production in China. [Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opium#/media/File:Chin
a_&_Opium_1908_en.jpg] 

Figure 18: Opium production in China. [Source: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opium#/media/File:China_&_Opium_1908_en.j
pg]  

https://mh.bmj.com/content/44/4/253.citation
https://origins.osu.edu/article/shifting-terrain-latin-american-drug-trafficking
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opium#/media/File:China_&_Opium_1908_en.jpg
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opium#/media/File:China_&_Opium_1908_en.jpg
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were especially popular in France. In the United Kingdom, pharmaceutical companies used to 

administer opium to patients and addicts alike. The Rolleston Act of 1926 allowed for doctor 

to administer opium, morphine and heroin to patients if they were deemed in need of it. 

Regulations for non-patients were in place due to the 1925 Convention, however, little 

control from a medical standpoint meant that opium was easily attainable.36  

3.4.4 LATIN AMERICA AND CARIBBEAN STATES 
From the late 19th century, Mexico was the controller of the trade of both opium and 

marijuana. Mexico was a strong exporter of opium towards the United States, while other 

Latin States concentrated on coca. During the Mexican Revolution in the early 20th century, 

Mexico exported their opium from Mexicali and Tijuana to San Francisco and Los Angeles 

predominantly. Mexico had also received the previously European production of opium and 

had entered into direct competition with China regarding exports. Large-scale production of 

opium in Mexico started after 1920, when the State prohibited any import and production of 

opium.  

3.4.5 NORTH AMERICA AND THE SOVIET UNION 
In the Soviet Union, opium was also used as a pharmaceutical drug. Doctors believed that it 

was an effective painkiller, and incredibly useful for psychiatry. Poppy liquid was often 

administered to put patients to sleep, and opium was used in hospitals. Russia had big imports 

of opium due to their harsh climate, which reduced the possibility of producing it.37 

 
36 Brown, Richard Harvey. 2002. "The Opium Trade and Opium Policies in India, China, Britain, and The United 
States: Historical Comparisons and Theoretical Interpretations." Asian Journal of Social Sciences 30 (3): 623. 
37 Latypov, Alisher B. 2011. "The Soviet doctor and the treatment of drug addiction: "A difficult and most 

ungracious task"." PMC 8 (32). https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3275499/ 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3275499/
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In the United States, abuse of opium 

started in the late 19th century as a result 

of Chinese immigration. Opium was 

initially considered a miracle drug by 

doctors. It was however banned in the 

early 20th century as it became 

increasingly associated with Chinese 

immigration and the conflicts of the 

opium trade wars. The United States 

therefore banned the substance and was 

at the forefront of the fight against opium. 

Nevertheless, opium dens and Chinatown 

black markets continued to be prominent 

in the 1920s, especially in New York and 

San Francisco.  

 

 

3.5 GUIDING QUESTIONS 
1. How can regulations on the international market pose less of a risk on the 

consumption of opiates, with a specific focus on opium?  

2. Should opium and other opiates be completely banned and labelled as dangerous 

drugs, or should they continue to be administered for medicinal use for their calming 

and anaesthetic effectiveness? 

3. Should there be an international rule for the criminalisation of opiates, or should it 

be left to individual countries?  

4. Should the League of Nations Health Organisation take charge on the Permanent 

Central Opium Board (PCOB), in order to join forces in the fight against opium and 

other opiates? 

5. How has the discovery of other opiates, such as heroin and morphine, shaped the 

mandate of the League of Nations Health Organisation?  
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5. COUNTRIES PRESENT IN THE COMMITTEE 
 

Argentine Republic  

Czechoslovak Republic 

Dominican Republic 

Ethiopian Empire 

French Republic 

Kingdom of Belgium  

Kingdom of Bulgaria 

Republic of Austria  

Republic of Bolivia  

Republic of China  

Republic of Colombia 

Republic of Cuba 

Republic of El Salvador  

Republic of Finland 

Republic of Honduras 

German Reich 

Kingdom of Greece 

British Raj  

Republic of Guatemala 

Republic of Haiti  

Kingdom of Hungary  

Irish Free State  

Japan 

Kingdom of Italy  

Kingdom of Serbs, Croats 

and Slovenes  

Republic of Liberia 

Republic of Lithuania  

Grand Duchy of 

Luxembourg 
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New Zealand 

 Republic of Nicaragua 

Kingdom of Norway  

Republic of Panama 

Republic of Paraguay  

Persian Empire 

Republic of Peru  

Republic of Poland  

Portuguese Republic 

Kingdom of Romania 

Rattanakosin Kingdom 

Union of South Africa 

Kingdom of Spain  

Swiss Confederation  

United of Socialist Soviet 

Republic 

United States of America 

United Kingdom of Great 

Britain and 

Northern Ireland  

United States of 

Venezuela  

 

 

 


